Movie Worksheet 1

PART 1:

A) TRUE OR FALSE. Justify your answers.

1. Forrest Gump is the name of the city   TRUE  FALSE
2. The man has got a box of chocolates   TRUE  FALSE
3. The man is wearing sneakers   TRUE  FALSE
4. He has got long blond hair   TRUE  FALSE
5. He is British (listen to his accent)   TRUE  FALSE
6. He is wearing a stripy shirt   TRUE  FALSE
7. He is wearing a light beige suit   TRUE  FALSE

B) According to Forrest “Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’re going to get”.
Tick the correct translation

« Dans la vie on aime une boîte de chocolats, on ne sait jamais sur quoi on va tomber. »   
« La vie est comme une boîte de chocolats, on ne sait jamais sur quoi on va tomber. »   
« Aimez la vie comme une boîte de chocolats, on ne sait jamais sur quoi on va tomber. »

In English, « comme » = ........................................
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PART 1:

A) TRUE OR FALSE. Justify your answers.

1. Forrest Gump is the name of the city   TRUE  FALSE
2. The man has got a box of chocolates   TRUE  FALSE
3. The man is wearing sneakers   TRUE  FALSE
4. He has got long blond hair   TRUE  FALSE
5. He is British (listen to his accent)   TRUE  FALSE
6. He is wearing a stripy shirt   TRUE  FALSE
7. He is wearing a light beige suit   TRUE  FALSE

B) According to Forrest “Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’re going to get”.
Tick the correct translation

« Dans la vie on aime une boîte de chocolats, on ne sait jamais sur quoi on va tomber. »   
« La vie est comme une boîte de chocolats, on ne sait jamais sur quoi on va tomber. »   
« Aimez la vie comme une boîte de chocolats, on ne sait jamais sur quoi on va tomber. »

In English, « comme » = ........................................
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PART 2:

A) Watch the scene: It’s a flashback. Forrest goes on the school bus for the first time. It is difficult for him because he is disabled and the children don’t want to be friends with him except for one person… How does Forrest describe Jenny? Circle the words and phrases.

- so kind
- so beautiful
- like an angel
- like a princess
- the sweetest voice
- the prettiest face

B) Forrest compares their friendship to:
- Fish and chips
- strawberries and cream
- peas and carrots
- bread and cheese

Think of other things that are always together: Write sentences in your exercise book.
Usually, young people go to university for four years. It's very expensive! Today, University costs $14,898. Multiply by four and you've got the total $ ………………………

You can have financial help: scholarships. You have to be a good student.

In your opinion, why can't Forrest Gump have a scholarship? (not + adj + enough)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Now watch and check! Summarize! (so + adj + that)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Forrest was very successful because he was so fast. Answer the questions on the scene. Write in your exercise books.

Which famous person did he meet?  
What did he wear?  
What did he drink?  
What happened to the famous person?

Did = "le prétérit."
Meet = met  
Wear = wore  
Drink = drank
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PART 3:

Usually, young people go to university for four years. It's very expensive! Today, one year in Alabama University costs $14,898. Multiply by four and you've got the total $ ……………………..

You can have financial help: scholarships. You have to be a good student.

In your opinion, why can't Forrest Gump have a scholarship? (not + adj + enough)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Now watch and check! Summarize! (so + adj + that)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Forrest was very successful because he was so fast. Answer the questions on the scene. Write in your exercise books.

Which famous person did he meet?  
What did he wear?  
What did he drink?  
What happened to the famous person?

Did = "le prétérit."
Meet = met  
Wear = wore  
Drink = drank
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PART 4:
a) Watch the scene and put these images in the correct order. Write the letters in the boxes.

Forrest meets President Johnson because he has got the Medal of Honor
Forrest visits Washington DC
Forrest is invited to talk about the war at a protest
Jenny runs to Forrest
Jenny introduces Forrest to her new friends – a political group called The Black Panthers
Jenny and Forrest walk past The White House
Jenny remembers travelling across the United States on Highway 66 and singing for money
Jenny and Forrest say goodbye

b) Describe Jenny in the 60’s. What does she wear? What does she do?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

c) Describe Jenny in the early 1970’s. What does she wear? What does she do?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

d) Describe Jenny in the late 1970’s. What does she wear? What does she do?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Watch the end of the film and write a summary using these key words

America
3 years, 2 months, 14 days and 16 hours
son
virus

VERBS
run
follow
visit
get married
die

ADJECTIVES
determined
famous
rich
surprised
sad
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